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Imagination is more important
than knowledge. For knowledge
is limited to all we now know and
understand, while imagination
embraces the entire world, and
all there ever will be to know and
understand.

Albert Einstein, 1931.



Abstract

The electric power industry and society are facing challenges and oppor-
tunities of transforming the present power grid into a smart grid. Energy
management systems (EMSs) play an important role in smart grids. A gen-
eral hierarchical structure for EMSs is considered here, which is composed of
a lower layer and an upper layer.

The first research objective of the thesis is detailed modeling, scheduling
and control of flexible loads at the lower layer of EMSs. To do this, a well-
studied framework has been extended, which focuses on scheduling of static
loads and dynamic loads for home energy management systems (HEMSs).
Then, a robust formulation of the framework is proposed, which takes the
user behavior uncertainty into account so that the cost of optimal scheduling
of appliances is less sensitive to unpredictable changes in user preferences.
Considering that the optimization algorithms in the proposed framework can
be computationally intensive, an efficient plug-and-play policy is proposed
and validated through several simulation studies.

The second research objective is to predict, plan, and control the aggre-
gated flexible load at the upper layer. Here, an iterative distributed approach
among aggregator and HEMSs is designed, to maximize the aggregated profit
made out of the shared energy storage system, while technical and operational
constraints are satisfied. In addition, a strategy is proposed for flexibility
prediction of aggregated heterogeneous thermostatically controlled loads in
a single micro-community of households. Then, algorithms are designed for
planning and control of aggregated flexibility in several micro-communities,
to be used for bidding in energy and reserve markets.

To meet these research objectives, the control systems in the hierarchical
EMSs are connected over IT infrastructures and are in interaction with end-
users. While this is done to achieve economical and environmental goals,
it also introduces new sources of uncertainty in the control loops. Thus,
the third research objective is to design policies to make the EMSs resilient
against uncertainties and cyber attacks. Here, the user behavior uncertainty
has been modeled, and a robust formulation is designed so that the optimal
solution for scheduling of appliances is more resilient to the uncertainties. In
addition, fault-tolerant control techniques have been applied to a hierarchical
EMS to mitigate cyber-physical attacks, with no need for major re-design
of the local control loops in already existing EMSs. Moreover, stability and
optimal performance of the proposed attack-resilient control policy have been
proven.





Sammanfattning

I samband med den pågående omvandlingen av nuvarande elsystem till
smarta elnät finns både utmaningar och möjligheter för elkraftindustrin. Så
kallade energihanteringssystem (EMS) spelar en viktig roll i smarta elnät. Här
behandlas en generell hierarkisk struktur för EMS, bestående av två lager, ett
lägre och ett övre lager.

Det främsta målet i avhandlingen är detaljerad modellering, schemalägg-
ning och styrning av flexibla laster i det lägre lagret av EMS. Ett tidigare
studerat ramverk som fokuserar på schemaläggning av statiska och dyna-
miska laster för hushållens energihanteringssystem (HEMS) har därför vi-
dareutvecklats. Vidare föreslås en robust formulering av ramverket som tar
hänsyn till användarens beteendeosäkerhet så att kostnaden för optimal sche-
maläggning av apparater blir mindre känslig för oförutsägbara förändringar i
användarpreferenser. Eftersom att optimeringsalgoritmerna kan vara beräk-
ningsintensiva föreslås och valideras en effektiv plug-and-play-metod genom
flera simuleringsstudier.

Ett annat syfte har varit att förutsäga, planera och styra den aggregerade
flexibla lasten i det övre lagret i EMS. Därför har ett iterativt distribuerat
tillvägagångssätt för aggregat och HEMS utformats för att maximera vinsten
från det delade energilagringssystemet, samtidigt som tekniska och opera-
tiva begränsningar uppfylls. Dessutom föreslås en strategi för att förutsäga
flexibiliteten hos aggregerade heterogena termostatstyrda belastningar i ett
mikrosamhälle bestående av flera hushåll. Vidare utformas algoritmer för pla-
nering och kontroll av aggregerad flexibilitet i flera mikrosamhällen, som kan
användas för att delta på energi- och reservmarknader.

För att möta dessa forskningsmål kopplas styrsystemen i de hierarkiska
EMS-systemen ihop över IT-infrastruktur och samverkar med slutanvändare.
Detta görs för att uppnå ekonomiska och miljömässiga mål, men kan också
skapa nya källor till osäkerhet i kontrollslingorna. Det tredje forskningsmå-
let är således att utforma metoder för att göra EMS motståndskraftiga mot
osäkerheter och cyberattacker. Här har osäkerheter i användarbeteenden mo-
dellerats och en robust formulering utformats för att göra schemaläggning
av apparater mer motståndskraftig mot osäkerhet. Dessutom har feltoleranta
kontrolltekniker applicerats på en hierarkisk EMS för att mildra cyber-fysiska
attacker, utan att det behövs någon större förändring av de lokala kontrolls-
lingorna i redan befintliga EMS. Vidare har stabilitet och optimal prestanda
för den föreslagna attackmotståndskraftiga kontrolltekniken bevisats.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Global warming is one of the biggest challenges for the current human society. One
of the main reasons behind that is considered to be the increasing greenhouse gas
emissions (among which CO2 alone accounts for 77%), which is caused by human
activities [1]. This increasing trend has urged scientist to take action and to apply
and create more energy efficient technologies, detect any potential area to increase
efficiency in existing systems, and most importantly to identify and target end-users
consuming highest amount of energy. Climate change and society are inseparable;
human contribution in climate change is undeniable. Thus, economical consider-
ations and environmental concerns of promoting lower-carbon and high-efficiency
generation technologies are becoming more and more important. Therefore, the
electric power industry and society are addressing the challenges and opportuni-
ties of transforming the present power grid into a smart grid [2]. Development of
the power grid is needed for the power industry in managing generation-demand
balance, optimizing asset utilization, improving grid reliability, reducing negative
environmental impacts, etc. [3].

A smart grid is an electrical grid which is composed of a variety of operational
and computational components including smart meters, smart appliances, renew-
able energy resources, and energy efficiency resources [4]. To monitor and control
smart grids, industrial control systems (ICSs) play an important role [5]. ICS is
a general term that encompasses several types of control systems used in indus-
trial production. This includes supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems, distributed control systems (DCS), and other smaller control system con-
figurations such as programmable logic controllers (PLC). In the electric power grid
of developed countries, residential areas are responsible for nearly 40% of the energy
consumption. Hence, they are considered as important consumers in the low volt-
age distribution level. Residential areas are known to have significant potential for
energy and CO2 emission saving, as well as for load shifting, compared to industry
and transportation [6]. Thus, automatic control of electrical/thermal components
in residential area and buildings has become a necessary task for ICSs in order to
achieve optimal/efficient performance in energy consumption. A large fraction of
residential demand lies in heterogeneous thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs),
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2 Introduction

such as domestic hot water (DHW) and heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) [7]. Thus, several recent papers have explored the potential to engage
heterogeneous TCLs in DR programs [8–12]. An ICS is called an energy manage-
ment system (EMS) when it comes to the automatic control of electrical/thermal
components in buildings. The aim of a modern EMS is to enhance the function-
ality of interactive control strategies leading towards energy efficiency and a more
user friendly environment. In addition, penetration of distributed energy resources
(DER) units that are connected to the distribution grid, can help consumers to de-
crease their CO2 emission and electricity bill. DERs use renewable energy sources,
including solar power, wind power, geothermal power, etc., and are located close to
the load they serve.

These developments introduce new types of uncertainties that need to be studied
in the smart grid. Here, it is important to make the control policies to be resilient
against the emerged uncertainties.

1.1 Motivation

A few illustrative examples related to the smart residential areas are presented here,
to motivate the problems considered in this thesis.
Example 1.1.1 (Demand response)
Demand response aims to match the demand for electricity consumption with the
supply. It is defined as "Changes in electric usage by demand-side resources from
their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electric-
ity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at
times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is jeopardized" by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Conventionally, industrial de-
mand response (e.g., paper mill factories [13]) has been mainly under consideration.
Recently focus has been directed towards residential demand response, and a rele-
vant pilot project in Sweden is the Smart Grid Gotland project [14]. This project
partly focused on how residential demand could be used to integrate more wind
power in the island beyond its current hosting capacity. Electric space heating sys-
tems and boilers for domestic hot water in detached houses were considered as the
flexible appliances providing demand flexibility. The project led to many insights
into the challenges in installing and incentivizing demand response participation in
large scale [15].

Example 1.1.2 (Active apartments)
Active apartments are apartments where effective demand response policies are en-
abled through integration of smart appliances, energy storage systems, scheduling
algorithms, home energy management systems (HEMSs), and information exchange
over communication technologies. As an example, within the Stockholm Royal Sea-
port project [16], which is a new and environmentally sustainable city district being
built in Stockholm, some active apartment buildings are available and occupied by
families. Figure 1.1 depicts a schematic of an active apartment in the Royal Sea-
port project. It is of interest to investigate the potential of active apartments for
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of an active apartment in the Royal Seaport project in Stock-
holm [16].

saving electricity bill and reducing CO2 emissions by using an automation system
for scheduling of smart appliances and energy storage systems. This example has
been provided in Paper 1.

Example 1.1.3 (Aggregator)
An important advantage of the smarter electricity grids is that they enable a more
flexible distribution of electricity. They allow customers to transfer control of part
of their electricity consumption to the aggregators so that it can balance the load
in real time and avoid power peaks. This becomes even more important when
customers start producing their own energy. The aggregator buys and sells energy
and reserves in the electricity markets. The aggregator exploits the flexibility of
the end-users’ resources to increase its profit in the electricity market. In exchange,
the aggregator may offer attractive tariffs or monthly discounts in the electricity
bill of active houses. For example, through well-designed services, the Klokel [17]
project aimed to attract customers’ interest in smart energy services that allow
more efficient use of energy and increased comfort. The project investigated the
outcome, both environmentally and costly, by studying the available flexibility and
load management of customers as well as network owners and aggregators. The
project aimed for 1 MW load balancing effect and a saving of approximately 500,000
sek per year. In this project, 500 residential customers in a local electricity grid,
in Sweden, received an initial free energy service, to give the control (in some
degree) of their heat pump to the aggregator. One idea is that the aggregator to
group ni number of active houses in one Micro-Community. The whole community
of the contracted houses then consists of M number of Micro-Communities, i.e.,
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the interconnected M number of Micro-Communities and
the aggregator.

n1 + ... + nM = 500. Here, effective demand response (DR) policies are sent by
the system operator (SO) to the aggregator. A schematic of the interconnected M
number of Micro-Communities and the aggregator is shown in Figure 1.2. It is of
interest to develop flexibility prediction, bidding, planning, and control algorithms
for the the aggregator to compute and send the control signals (ctrl) to the HEMSs
in each Micro-Community, to control their flexible loads (e.g., heat pumps). This
example has been provided in Paper 6.

Example 1.1.4 (EMS as a critical cyber-physical system)
An energy management system (EMS) optimally controls all energy sources in an
active building in order to minimise thermal and electrical energy consumption,
while maximising users’ comfort. An EMS considers an HVAC (heating, venti-
lating, and air conditioning) system as an important contributor to the energy
consumption. Figure 1.3 shows the HVAC system at the demo-site at Cork In-
stitute of Technology [18]. Here, the EMS controls two main heating sources, the
boiler and the CHP, which heat up the water to a temperature set-point. The
header flow delivers the heated water to each floor of the buildings (Nimbus and
Rubicon). At the end, supplied water to each of the floors is distributed over several
radiators in each building’s floor. The HVAC system is a possible target for attacks
with financial impact and to damage the heating sources (e.g. CHP and boilers).
Thus, it is of interest to investigate a practical resilient control policy to cope with
possible adversarial actions to the HVAC system. This example has been provided
in Paper 7.

1.2 Research objectives

The main objectives of this thesis are motivated by the aforementioned examples.
As mentioned, EMSs play an important role in smart grids. A general hierarchical
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of a hierarchical EMS which is vulnerable to the uncer-
tainties.

structure for EMSs is considered here, which is composed of a lower layer and an
upper layer (see Figure 1.4). The lower layer consists of physical interconnected
infrastructure and local controllers. As shown in this figure, P1, ..., PN are the
interconnected plants which are controlled by local controllers K1, ...,KN . It is
important to note that in different applications, Pi and Ki refer to different types
of plants and controllers, which should be modeled differently. The upper layer, can
be viewed as the brain of the system that sends the set-point ri to each controllerKi

through the communication network and receives the status of the local controllers
and measurement signals. Here, the ri needs to be computed in a way to make the
system perform efficiently.
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In addition, the control signals (e.g., ui), the measurement signals (e.g., yi),
and the reference signals (e.g., ri), could be modified by a1, a2, and a3, based on
existing uncertainties. These uncertainties may lead to a poor system performance,
or can even cause instability.

To address these issues, the following research question should be answered.

• RQ: How to make energy management systems in the emerging smart grids,
more energy and cost efficient, while resilient against different sources of un-
certainties at the same time?

Based on the research question, the main research objectives (RO) of the thesis
are shown in Figure 1.5, which are threefold:

• RO1: Detailed modeling, scheduling and control of flexible load at the lower
layer.
As it was mentioned, in different applications, Pi and Ki in Figure 1.4 re-
fer to different types of models of plants and controllers. For instance, in
Example 1.1.2, Pi refers to the aggregation of smart appliances in the ith

apartment, and Ki refers to the HEMS in the ith apartment. On the other
hand, in the Example 1.1.4, Pi refers to different components of the HVAC
system in Figure 1.3 (e.g., the boiler), and Ki refers to the local controller of
that component (e.g., boiler’s on/off controller). Depending on the applica-
tion, Ki should be designed. This research objective is addressed in Papers
1-4.
Here, designing the local controllers refers to the HEMSs. A well-studied
framework has been extended, which focuses on scheduling of static loads
and dynamic loads for HEMS at the lower layer, and a comparison with other
frameworks has been conducted. Then a robust formulation of the framework
is proposed, which takes the user behavior uncertainty into account so that
the cost of optimal scheduling of appliances is less sensitive to unpredictable
changes in user preferences. In addition, the framework is improved, such that
each HEMS receives incentives from the aggregator to re-schedule appliances
and profit from the use of a shared energy storage system, while end-user
preferences are satisfied. Considering that the optimization algorithms in the
proposed framework can be computationally intensive, when number of appli-
ances increases or if the HEMS has limited computational power, an efficient
plug-and-play policy is proposed and validated through several simulation
studies.

• RO2: Prediction, planning and control of aggregated flexible load at the upper
layer.
The upper layer needs efficient algorithms to compute and sends the set-point
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Paper 1: extending a well-studied 
framework, which focuses on scheduling 
of static loads and dynamic loads for 
home energy management system 
(HEMS), and conducting a comparison 
with other frameworks. 

Paper 3: advancing the algorithm of 
Paper 1, such that each HEMS receives 
incentives from aggregator to re-
schedule appliances and profit from the 
use of a shared energy storage system, 
while end-user preferences are satisfied. 

Paper 2: modeling the user behavior 
uncertainty, and designing a robust 
formulation so that the optimal solution for 
scheduling of appliances is more resilient to 
the uncertainties.  

RO1: Detailed modeling, scheduling and 
control of flexible load at the lower layer 

RO2: Prediction, planning and control of 
aggregated flexible load at the upper layer 

Paper 2: proposing a robust formulation 
of the framework in Paper 1, which 
takes the user behavior uncertainty into 
account so that the cost of optimal 
scheduling of appliances is less sensitive 
to unpredictable changes in user 
preferences.  

Paper 4: considering that the optimization 
algorithm in Paper 1 can be 
computationally intensive when number 
of appliances increases, or if the HEMS 
has limited computational power, an 
efficient plug-and-play policy is proposed. 

Paper 3: designing an iterative distributed 
approach, among aggregator and HEMSs, to 
maximize the aggregated profit made out of 
the shared energy storage system, while 
technical and operational constraints are 
satisfied.  

Paper 5: deriving flexibility modeling of 
thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs), which 
is then used by aggregator for planning of 
several TCLs, under different sources of 
uncertainties. 

Paper 6: proposing a strategy for flexibility 
prediction of aggregated heterogeneous TCLs 
in a single micro-community of households. An 
algorithm is then derived for planning and 
control of aggregated flexibility in several 
micro-communities, to be used for bidding in 
energy and reserve markets. 

Paper 7: adaptation of fault-tolerant control 
techniques in a hierarchical energy 
management system (EMS), to mitigate cyber-
physical attacks, with no need for major re-
design of the local control loops in already 
existing EMSs. Here, stability and optimal 
performance of the proposed attack-resilient 
control policy  is proved. 

RO3: Designing policies to make the EMSs 
resilient against uncertainties and cyber attacks 

Paper 7: studying  and evaluation of the 
combination of state estimation techniques 
and data-driven machine learning algorithms, 
used in the upper layer, for the detection of 
anomalies in data collected from the sensors 
in the lower layer. 

Figure 1.5: Research objectives.

ri to each controller Ki. This research objective is taken into account in Pa-
pers 3 and 5-7.
Here, an iterative distributed approach, among aggregator and HEMSs, is
designed to maximize the aggregated profit made out of the shared energy
storage system, while technical and operational constraints are satisfied. In
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addition, flexibility modeling of thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs) to
be used by aggregator for planning of several TCLs is derived considering
different sources of uncertainties. A strategy is then proposed for flexibility
prediction of aggregated heterogeneous TCLs in a single micro-community of
households. An algorithm is then derived for planning and control of aggre-
gated flexibility in several micro-communities to be used for bidding in energy
and reserve markets. Moreover, a combination of state estimation techniques
and data-driven machine learning algorithms has been used in the upper layer.
This has been done in order to study and validate the detection of anomalies
in data collected from the sensors of the lower layer of the EMS.

• RO3: Designing policies to make the EMSs resilient against uncertainties
and cyber attacks.
The user behavior uncertainties may modify the control signal ui, or adver-
sarial actions on yi or ri may corrupt the measurement signal or the reference
signal (see Figure 1.4). Thus it is crucial to make the EMSs to be resilient
against these uncertainties. This research objective is studied in Papers 2 and
7.
Here, the user behavior uncertainty has been modeled, and a robust formu-
lation is designed so that the optimal solution for scheduling of appliances
is more resilient to uncertainties. In addition, fault-tolerant control tech-
niques are applied to a hierarchical EMS to mitigate cyber-physical attacks,
with no need for major re-design of the local control loops in existing EMSs.
Moreover, stability and optimal performance of the proposed attack-resilient
control policy are proved.

1.3 Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents some background
in demand response, load scheduling methods, electricity markets, and machine
learning. In Chapter 3, contributions of the thesis are discussed which include: i)
Robust and distributed scheduling algorithms for EMSs, ii) plug-and-play control
strategy for EMSs, iii) flexibility modeling and predictive control of DR resources,
and iv) cyber-physical security framework of EMSs. Finally, Chapter 4 provides
conclusions and suggestions for future studies.



Chapter 2

Background and related works

In this chapter, backgrounds in nordic electricity markets, demand response and
smart grids’ vulnerabilities are presented.

2.1 Nordic electricity markets

There should be a constant balance between the demand and supply of electrical
power. In Nordic countries, electricity markets have been formulated in such a way
so as to facilitate this balance. Nordic electricity markets can be categorized accord-
ing to how long prior to the operational hour they are closed. The NordPool power
market includes the Nordics, Baltic states, Germany and the UK and includes both
intra-day and day-ahead markets [19], while Nasdaq operates the futures or finan-
cial markets and the respective Transmission System Operators (TSOs) operate the
short-term markets [20].

Day-ahead market

The day-ahead (DA) market, which is known as the wholesale spot market, is
where the vast majority of energy volume is traded. The DA energy market is
a double-sided auction, where energy traders offer bids for purchasing and selling
energy according to hourly blocks in the DA. The spot price and volume of energy
is determined at the point where the cumulative curves of demand and supply
intersect. This method is called marginal pricing.

Intra-day market

Trades within the day-ahead market are based on forecasts of demand and supply.
These forecasts change closer to the delivery hour due to effects such as variations
in weather. As a result, the intra-day market acts largely as a platform for Balance
Responsible Parties (BRPs) to compensate for variations from the consumption or
production volumes calculated for trade in the day-ahead market.

9
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Nordic balancing markets

The Nordic balancing markets exist at an even more granular level than the intra-
day market, and can be classified into the tertiary, secondary, and primary reserves.
This classification depends on the purpose of the reserve in relation to frequency
deviation and the necessary speed of their reactions.

- Tertiary reserve The tertiary reserve or manual Frequency Restoration Re-
serve (mFRR) is widely known as the common Nordic regulating power market,
where activation comprises a manual order from the system operators. This re-
serve is a service manually activated by the TSO to handle forecast errors and/or
to replace secondary reserve. The reserve is activated in less than 15 minutes and
the maximum activation duration could be up to hours [21]. Downward and up-
ward tertiary reserve bids are presented to the TSO until the 21:00 of D-1, and
they can be updated up until 45 minutes prior to the operating hour [21]. Here,
the minimum bid size is 10MW throughout Sweden apart from SE4 (price area
no.4) where the minimum bid is 5MW. Bids must include capacity (MW), price
(SEK/MWh), direction (no need to be symmetrical) and activation time. The
formation of these bids through marginal pricing determines the regulating price
displayed on Nordpool.

- Secondary reserve The secondary reserve or automatic Frequency Restoration
Reserve (aFRR) was introduced to operate within the normal operating band of
50 ± 0.1Hz by restoring the frequency once it has been contained by the primary
reserves. It is capable of reacting much faster than mFRR since it is automatically
activated with a control signal sent from the TSO following a central measurement
of frequency. The reserves must react within 30 seconds and be fully activated by
120 seconds. Here, hourly bids are submitted two days prior to the operational day
(D-2), until the gate-closer, at 20:00. Here, the minimum bid size is 5MW and total
volume and time period related to the bids should be determined, and they don’t
need to be symmetrical.

- Primary reserve The primary reserve or Frequency Containment Reserve
(FCR) is designed to automatically and continuously stabilize the frequency at
50Hz and can be further broken down into FCR-N (for normal operation) and
FCR-D (for disturbed operation). The minimum bid size for FCR-N and FCR-
D is 0.1MW and bids can be submitted for a minimum stamina of one hour, for
D-1 and D-2. The maximum stamina are three hours and six hours for D-1 and
D-2, respectively. The bidding opens at 12:00 noon and closes at 18:00 and 15:00,
respectively, for D-1 and D-2. Following the assessment of the electricity system
and the submitted bids, the TSOs will complete procurement by 21:00 for D-1, and
16:00 for D-2.
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Imbalance settlement market

Imbalance settlement is a core element of the balancing markets. It is a financial
settlement mechanism aiming at charging or paying BRPs for their imbalances.
The independent service company eSett, is responsible for Nordic imbalance set-
tlements [22], which validates and manages imbalance data and sends the weekly
imbalance invoices to respective BRPs.

2.2 Demand response

Increasing the flexibility of the demand side creates an opportunity for aggregators
to contract and trade end-users flexibility in the electricity markets. Residential ar-
eas are responsible for nearly 40% of the energy consumption and CO2 emission in
developed countries. These areas are known to have significant potential for energy
and cost savings, as well as load shifting (loads are classified as controllable (in-
terruptible and non-interruptible) and uncontrollable), compared to industry and
transportation [6]. Therefore, automation systems can be used to assist residents
to take advantage of these potentials [23]. Demand Response (DR) is considered
as the most cost-effective and reliable solution for the smoothing of the demand
curve, when the system is under stress [24]. Thus, it has received increased at-
tention in recent years since it can efficiently support load balancing and econom-
ical/environmental cost reduction [25], [26]. DR can be defined as the changes
that users make in their electric energy use compared to their usual consumption
pattern, as a response to the electricity prices or the payment of incentives that
induce low consumption on highly-priced time slots, set by the market, or even
to maintain a certain stability in the network [27, 28]. DR helps power markets
set efficient energy prices, mitigate market power, improve economic efficiency, and
increase safety [29].

DR programs can be price-based, incentive-based, or hybrid [30]. In a price-
based DR program, end-users reduce their energy consumption by reacting to the
price dynamics imposed by the network operator or the formally established energy
market [31]. Incentive-based DR programs suppose that users are individually
or collectively committed to reduce their consumption during a certain period of
time in terms of the requirements that an operator may have or the economic
transactions settled in the market [32]. In hybrid DR, price-based and incentive-
based mechanisms are partially combined [33].

The electricity use can also be sensitive to dynamic CO2 intensity that is in-
cluded in the demand response [34]. Thus, several works have focused on CO2
emission factors and its potential impacts on the changes in household load profile,
e.g., see [35], and also proposed load management strategies accounting for both
price and CO2 information (e.g., see [36, 37] and the Stockholm Royal Seaport
project [16]). To achieve energy and cost savings and have effective DR policies,
home appliances are required to be smart and have the ability of being switched on
or off remotely and in response to price and CO2 signals.
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2.2.1 Load scheduling methods
Load scheduling problem is being formulated as an optimization problem in the lit-
erature. The optimization task is to minimize the single or multi-objective function.
For example, in [38], a multi-objective optimization problem deals with the trade-
off between electricity costs and CO2 emission, for which a dynamic programming
solution is provided. Note that this tradeoff exists in certain countries including
Sweden. To deal with this possible trade-off, different methods have been proposed.
Weighted sum and ε-constrained approaches are two of these methods that have
mostly been used in the literature [37–39]. In [39] a discrete time formulation is
proposed for the scheduling problem and solves it by a minimum cut algorithm. In
addition, to solve the multi-objective optimization problem, different conditions and
constraints on the load operation and user time preferences should be considered.

2.2.2 Robust load scheduling
In the optimization problem for scheduling of smart appliances and energy storage
systems (ESSs), different sources of uncertainties may cause considerable deterio-
ration in the expected outcomes (electricity bill and CO2 emission savings), and
should be taken into account. In the uncertainties which are related to the DR
signals, electricity tariff and CO2 foot-print are subject to real-time amendment or
forecasting errors. These sources of uncertainties are well addressed and studied
in the literature [29, 40–42]. There exist also uncertainties related to the energy
consumption of smart appliances. For example, an optimization-based real-time
residential load management algorithm has been proposed in [43], which takes into
account uncertainties related to the power consumption and starting time of uncon-
trollable loads, in order to minimize the energy payment for each user. In addition,
the authors of [44] propose an energy efficient scheduling algorithm taking into ac-
count the uncertainty in appliances energy consumption. The novelty in that work
is the introduced energy consumption adaptation variable, which is used to model
the stochastic energy consumption patterns for various household appliances. It is
known that the uncertainty can be handled by stochastic programming and robust
approach, and stochastic programming generally requires higher computational bur-
den (e.g., see numerical evaluations in [29], which indicates that the scenario based
stochastic approach introduces higher computational burden than the robust ap-
proach). However a robust approach is more computationally appealing, it can lead
to a conservative and potentially more expensive scheduling of appliances. In order
to prevent too conservative solutions, the exist some approaches in the literature
(see [29, 45, 46]).

2.2.3 Distributed scheduling
Since ESS devices are still expensive, a reasonable solution to afford their expenses
and benefit from the use of them would be to share it among several consumers. In
addition, when the number of appliance in the residential areas increases, the com-
putational burden for scheduling in a centralized fashion is remarkable. Therefore,
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the households should be coordinated by an aggregator/coordinator to share the
benefits of shared ESS and also break down the computational burden. Aggrega-
tors are new entities in the electricity market that act as mediators between users
and the utility operator, and possess the technology to perform DR signals and
communicate with both users and utilities [47]. In [48], an algorithm is built on the
alternating directions method of multipliers (ADMM), focusing on decentralized
algorithms for Electric Vehicles charging. In addition, a coordination framework
based on ADMM is proposed in [49] to negotiate among the households and a coor-
dinator, with the main goal being to minimize the imbalance among communities,
while including objectives and constraints for each community and taking into ac-
count each user’s quality of life/activities. Based on our knowledge, the proposed
frameworks in the literature are based on some assumptions (e.g., convexity of the
problem) which may not be realistic, and thus their algorithm may not be directly
implementable.

2.3 Smart grids’ vulnerabilities

Electrical power networks in the new energy generation paradigm are very com-
plex and face numerous challenges. To facilitate their safe and reliable operation,
they need to be tightly coupled with the supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems that monitor and operate the power infrastructure by collecting
data from remote facilities and meters, and sending back supervisory control com-
mands. On the other hand, the power networks coupled with the SCADA systems
face new challenges, as these systems may become susceptible to malicious cyber
threats through the communication infrastructure. The safe and stable operation
of power networks must be ensured, not only in the normal situations, but also
in the cases when the cyber security of SCADA systems is threatened by mali-
cious attacks [50]. Black-Energy malware targeting several electricity distribution
companies in Ukraine [51], is one of the recent concrete examples of cyber-attacks.
Thus, it is important to analyze potential vulnerabilities of the system, by mod-
eling and studying different threats to the controlled system, and devise resilient
schemes to mitigate high-risk threats. Recently, there has been a substantial work
on cyber security of power transmission networks, addressing, for instance, certain
classes of undetectable false data injection attacks [52–55]. In addition, the im-
pact of these attacks on the system operation [56, 57] and possible protective and
countermeasures [58, 59] have been investigated. In comparison with transmission
level, as mentioned in [60], security issues at the distribution system level have not
been as extensively studied. The impact of cyber attacks on centralized voltage
regulation in distribution systems was considered in [60]. The vulnerabilities that
may be introduced by the integrated Volt-VAR control scheme, when an adversary
is able to inject false data measurements into the system, is studied in [61].
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2.3.1 Attack resilient control policies
Recently, there has been an increase in control systems security research. To this
end, security information analytics (SIA) enables quick detection of cyber-attacks
by checking the system behaviour. As discussed in [62], SIA requires the ability to
handle processing of huge amounts of data, by using new analytics and visualiza-
tion techniques for attack detection. Once the attack is detected, control policies
which are resilient against the attacks, should be triggered. Design of control and
estimation algorithms which are resilient against faults is not a new problem, but
those algorithms may not be efficient against malicious cyber-attacks. For exam-
ple, virtual sensor (V S) and virtual actuator concepts, have been introduced in
[63] to deal with sensor and actuator failures, respectively. Attacks may be more
complex than faults, and may use some information of the system to corrupt the
measurements in an intelligent way, and result in worse consequences than faults.
Thus, there has been a recent increase in control systems security research and de-
sign of resilient control and estimation algorithms against attacks [64–70]. In [64],
the authors consider the problem of control and estimation in a networked system
when the communication links are subject to disturbances (corresponding to packet
losses), resulting from a denial of service attack for instance. In [65], a more intel-
ligent jammer is considered who plans his attacks in order to maximize a certain
cost, while the objective of the controller is to minimize this same cost. The results
are however derived in the case of one-dimensional systems, which is the main limi-
tation of the work. The problem of reaching consensus in the presence of malicious
agents is studied in [66]. The authors characterize the number of infected nodes
that can be tolerated and propose a way to overcome the effect of the malicious
agents when possible. One particularity of that work is that the dynamics is part
of the algorithm and can be specifically designed, rather than being given as in a
physical system. The estimation and control of linear systems, when some of the
sensors or actuators are corrupted by an attacker, is studied in [67]. They propose
an efficient algorithm inspired from techniques in compressed sensing to estimate
the state of the plant despite attacks. The authors assume that the attacked nodes
does not change over time. In addition, a general framework to model and analyse
impact of attacks, is proposed in [71]. In [68], a method for state estimation in
presence of attacks, for systems with noise and modeling errors is proposed. It is
shown that the attacker cannot destabilize the system by exploiting the difference
between the model used for state estimation and the real physical dynamics of the
system. In [69], a control technique is proposed which is resilient against certain
sensor attacks. In that technique, a recursive filtering algorithm, to estimate the
states of the system, is implemented that takes advantage of redundancy in the
information received by the controller.



Chapter 3

Contributions and numerical studies

This chapter presents the outcome and contribution of the research by summarizing
the results of related papers for each individual research objective. Contributions
of the thesis can be categorized in three parts: i) Scheduling and control of flexible
load at the lower layer in EMSs, that are discussed in Section 3.1, ii) Scheduling
and control of aggregated load at the upper layer in EMSs, that are studied in
Section 3.2, and iii) cyber-physical security framework for EMSs, which is presented
in Section 3.3.

3.1 Scheduling and control of flexible load at the lower
layer in EMSs

The main contributions of this section are presented in four parts. The first contri-
bution presents a well studied scheduling framework for static loads and dynamic
loads. As the second contribution, a robust formulation of the studied schedul-
ing framework is proposed. The third contribution proposes a novel distributed
algorithm for the studied scheduling framework. The fourth one discusses a plug-
and-play algorithm designed for energy management systems.

3.1.1 Scheduling framework for energy appliances
This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 1. Here,
a scheduling framework for static loads (e.g., smart appliances in residential areas)
and dynamic loads (e.g., ESS) is studied, which considers the state of health of the
dynamic loads. In addition, a case study is performed to assess the performance of
the proposed scheduling framework to reduce both the electricity bill and the CO2
emissions in residential areas. Mathematically, the scheduling problem is posed as
a multi-objective Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), which can be solved
by using standard algorithms. Numerical results show that the new formulation can
decrease both the CO2 emissions and the electricity bill. Furthermore, a survey of
studies that deal with scheduling of smart appliances is provided. These studies use
methods based on MILP, dynamic programming, and minimum cut algorithm for
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solving the scheduling problem. Their performance in terms of computation time
and optimality versus time discretization and number of appliances is discussed.

3.1.2 Robust optimal scheduling algorithm
This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 2. The
proposed robust scheduling framework takes the user behavior uncertainty into ac-
count, so that the optimal scheduling cost is less sensitive to unpredictable changes
in user preferences. In order to reduce the level of conservativeness of the robust
solution, a parameter allowing to achieve a trade-off between the price of robustness
and the protection against uncertainty is introduced. Mathematical insights into
the robust formulation are illustrated and the sensitivity of the optimum cost in
the presence of uncertainties is investigated. Although active apartments equipped
with smart home appliances and ESSs are considered as the case study here, it
should be pointed out that the proposed scheduling framework is generally appli-
cable to the other appliances, e.g., charging and discharging of electrical vehicles
in an effective way. In addition, it is applicable to various scenarios considering
different uncertainty sources, storage technologies, programmable electrical loads,
and optimization criteria.

3.1.3 Distributed scheduling algorithm
This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 3.
Over the last decade, storage devices have become one of the important compo-
nents in smart grids for peak demand shaving, voltage imbalances mitigation, and
consumers’ electricity bill reduction. Due to the high cost of ESSs, it could be con-
venient to consumers to deploy and share them in a cooperative manner. Thus, an
iterative distributed approach is proposed to solve the problem of coordinating a set
of smart appliances located in a network of apartments sharing an ESS. Here, each
household can profit from the use of the ESS while technical and operational con-
straints, as well as user preferences, are satisfied. The proposed distributed schedul-
ing framework aims at minimizing the aggregated electricity costs. Each consumers
is equipped with an energy management system that schedules the shiftable loads
accounting for user preferences, while an aggregator entity coordinates the con-
sumers demand and manages the interaction with the grid and the shared ESS via
a distributed strategy. The proposed approach guarantees constraints satisfaction,
cooperation among consumers, and fairness in the use of the shared resources among
consumers. Performance of the proposed distributed algorithm in comparison with
a centralized one is illustrated using numerical experiments.

3.1.4 Plug-and-play control algorithm
This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 4. In
the literature, in order to minimize daily electricity cost, HEMSs apply optimization
algorithms to efficiently plan and control PV-storage, for the day ahead. This is a
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sequential stochastic decision making problem, which is computationally intensive.
Thus, in this study a HEMS’s algorithm is proposed which makes computationally
fast and cost efficient solutions for the battery storage’s coordination.

Policy function approximation

The HEMS receives and stores historical data during some years. A recurrent neural
network, which is called policy function approximation (PFA) here, is then trained
to generate efficient solutions for SOC. The training process requires a training data
set, which includes historical data of end-users’ demand, PV generation, optimal
SOC and ToU tariff. To compute and send the ctrl signals to the battery storage,
the HEMS applies the tuned PFA to predict the efficient SOC, under uncertain
prediction of end-users’ demand and PV generation.

Control policy

Since the constraints on the battery operation are not considered in the PFA formu-
lation, the computed efficient SOC might violate such constraints. Thus, a control
strategy is employed to make sure that such violations are avoided. This strat-
egy takes into account the constraints on the battery storage’s operation, such as
maximum rate of charge or discharge, batteries capacity and maximum depth of
discharge. The overall policy is then called fPFA, since it results in to a feasible
policy function approximation.

Plug-and-play algorithm

There are always new end-users of the PV-storage systems with the need of having
an efficient policy to plan and control their battery storage system. In addition,
there are end-users who will upgrade their storage and/or their PV panels. More-
over, the occupancy of the homes might change, which will result in changes in their
consumption patterns. Considering these situations, a plug-and-play algorithm has
been proposed for efficient planning and control of SOC of the battery storage sys-
tems. In this algorithm, end-users with considerable (at least one year) historical
data are chosen (step 1). These end-users are clustered, based on their half an
hourly average consumption pattern during one day, for one year, and by applying
k-means clustering algorithm [72]. Then, a PFA will be trained for each of these
end-users, and an indicator PFA will be selected for each cluster (steps 3-4). In
each cluster, the trained PFA for each end-user is tested on other end-users of the
same cluster. The PFA with the best performance (less prediction error) is selected
as the indicator PFA of that cluster. Here, new end-users are assigned into one
of the consumption patten’s clusters, based on a survey being filled by them (step
5). Then, the indicator PFA and the mentioned control policy will be applied for
sending ctrl signals to the new end-users (steps 6-7).
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Figure 3.1: Impact of robust approach on bill and CO2 savings in 10000 active
apartments with user behavior uncertainty (convex hull for the Pareto curve ([73])
of the multi-objective minimization problem).

3.1.5 Simulation results
Here, the performance validation of the robust and distributed scheduling algo-
rithms have been illustrated through numerical experiments.

Robust vs non-robust scheduling algorithm

Here, considering both the CO2 intensity and electricity tariff signals, the effect
of robust scheduling on bill and CO2 emission savings in the active apartment
equipped with ESS is investigated. The results are shown in Figure 3.1, for 10000
apartments (with user behavior uncertainty consideration), in June 2013. In this
figure, savings for three different scenarios have been studied: 1) the scenario with
the non-robust approach, in which uncertainties exist and the non-robust scheduling
has been applied, 2) the scenario with the robust approach, in which uncertainties
exist and the robust scheduling has been applied, and 3) the performance bound
scenario, in which there is no uncertainty on user behavior and the non-robust
scheduling has been applied. Despite having relatively small variability in the elec-
tricity tariff and CO2 foot-print signals (low uncertainty level) in June 2013, the
simulation results show, that the proposed robust scheduling algorithm increases
the savings on CO2 emissions and the electricity bill in the presence of user be-
havior uncertainty. As it is shown in Figure 3.1, there exists a tradeoff between
electricity costs and CO2 emission in certain countries including Sweden. Thus, the
automation system can provide the users with the cost of electricity and CO2 emis-
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sion for different choice of weighting parameter λ (e.g., for λ = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1).
Then, the users can decide which one is the most suitable solution for them. For
example, by choosing λ in the middle range (e.g., for λ = 0.25, 0.5 in Figure 3.1)
of the case under study, users will have both bill and CO2 emission savings. By
choosing λ ≥ 0.75 (or λ ≤ 0.25), despite the CO2 (or bill) saving, electricity cost
(or CO2 emission) increases.

Distributed vs centralized scheduling algorithm

In this section, preliminary results obtained by applying the distributed algorithm
to coordinate four active apartments (which are sharing an ESS) are shown. Each
of the apartments are equipped with three smart appliances: a dishwasher, a wash-
ing machine, and a dryer. In Figure 3.2, a comparison between the centralized
scheduling and the distributed scheduling is presented. This figure depicts the
comparison between the solution computed by solving the centralized problem and
the solutions obtained by the proposed distributed algorithm at iteration 1 and 6,
which is the last iteration in this particular case study. One can notice that, as the
distributed approach is iterated, the solutions get closer to the optimal one (the
solution resulting from solving the centralized problem). The total electricity cost
of the optimal solution is 1.200 USD while the electricity cost resulting from the
final iteration of distributed approach is 1.215 USD. That is, only 1.3% higher. On
the other hand, the computational time of the centralized problem is 745 sec while
the proposed distributed algorithm computes the solution in 7.29 sec. Hence, the
computational time has decreased by two orders of magnitude.

Plug-and-play algorithm

To validate the performance of the proposed plug-and-play algorithm, annual (year
2013) electricity cost of 20 different end-users with evening peak generic profile
are discussed. Here, the trained PFA on historical data of the 8th end-user has
been selected as the indicator PFA, and has been applied to control the SOC of all
the end-users. The performance has been studied for both perfect and imperfect
predictions of end-users’ demand and PV generation. Figure 3.3 illustrates the per-
formance of the fPFA policy considering perfect and imperfect predictions (fPFAPP
and fPFAIP, respectively), in comparison with optimal policy considering perfect
and imperfect predictions (MILPPP and MILPIP), and also with the case of no
battery (NB) in the place. As it is shown in this plot in yellow, if the end-users are
having no battery (NB) in the place, their annual electricity cost is at the highest,
with the average of 641$. In the case of being equipped with battery, scheduling
of SOC by applying the MILPPP, gives the lowest cost for all the 20 end-users.
One should not that the end-users are sorted in this figure from the lowest to the
highes cost given by MILPPP strategy. The average electricity cost among these
end-users, when applying MILPPP, is 45% less than the NB case. The scheduling
of SOC, by applying the MILPIP and fPFAIP, result in to close annual cost in
all the end-users, which means that the proposed plug-and-play strategy performs
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the optimal solution of the centralized problem
and the solution computed by distributed approach at iterations 1 and 6 (the last
iteration).

close to the optimization algorithms with imperfect prediction, while it has much
less computational burden. The average annual cost for MILPIP and fPFAIP, are
29% and 26% less average annual costs than the NB case. One should note that
applying the fPFAPP strategy gives slightly lower cost than fPFAIP, in some of
the end-users. This means the plug-and-play strategy with imperfect prediction of
demand and PV generation, performs close to the case of having perfect prediction.
The average annual cost for MILPPP is 27% less than the NB case. It is important
to mention that the data in this figure, shown by square markers, are discrete. The
reason that the markers are connected by the dashed lines is to help the readers for
easier comparison of different policies.

The contributions discussed in this section address parts of the research objec-
tives RO1, RO2, and RO3, in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of annual cost of electricity for 20 end-users, with evening peak
generic profile, for MILPPP, MILPIP, fPFAPP, fPFAIP and NB cases, which are scheduling
and controlling of the storage system based on MILP with prefect prediction (optimal
solution), MILP with imprefect prediction, fPFA with prefect prediction, fPFA with
imprefect prediction, and the case that that no battery is installed (NB), respectively.

3.2 Scheduling and control of aggregated load at the upper
layer in EMSs

This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 5-
6. Here, a framework is proposed which is adaptable to pre-existing and newly
emerging TCLs, with no need for major re-design of the sensors and local control
loops. Based on this framework, a strategy is then designed for the aggregator to
predict, schedule and control the aggregated flexibility of the contracted heteroge-
neous TCLs, with the purpose of bidding in energy and reserve markets.

3.2.1 Aggregator’s framework for DR implementation
The aggregator buys and sells energy and reserve in the electricity markets. The
aggregator exploits the flexibility of the end-users’ resources to increase its profit
in the electricity market. In exchange, the aggregator may offer attractive tariffs or
monthly discounts in the electricity bill to the active houses, i.e., detached houses
which are contracted by an aggregator to shift their loads. Here, a community of
N number of active houses is considered. These houses are then grouped into a
M number of Micro-Communities by the aggregator, where ni is the number of
active houses in the Micro-Community#i, i.e., n1 + ...+nM = N . Among different
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TCLs, the focus in this work is on the DHW s of the active houses, since they have
symmetric energy consumption over all seasons of the year.

DHW’s operation

The main function of the DHW is to keep the water tank temperature Ttank close
to a predefined temperature Tref , and within a maximum allowed deviation equal
to the dead-band ∆TDB .

Definition 3.2.1 (DHW’s operational conditions). DHW will operate under two
conditions:

1. Normal: This is the conventional way of operation, where the boiler’s ther-
mostat switches between OFF and ON states only when Ttank reaches the
upper and lower temperature thresholds (Tref + ∆TDB and Tref − ∆TDB ,
respectively).

2. DR-Programmed: Here, in addition to the lower and upper thresholds of
Ttank, the operation of the thermostat is affected by the signals (e.g., load
shift (LS)) sent by the aggregator. The LS signal may cause the thermo-
stat to switch ON or OFF before reaching the lower and upper temperature
thresholds.

Aggregator’s Communication infrastructure

The communication network provides the aggregator with the ability to transmit
the signals for coordinating and scheduling of the DHW s, and managing the inter-
action with the distribution grid through a single point of common coupling.

Definition 3.2.2 (Transmitted signals). The signals being transmitted through
the communication network between the aggregator and active houses include:

1. Load shift (LSi): This is the demand vector signal. This signal is sent from
the aggregator to the boilers’ thermostat of ni number of active houses in the
ith Micro-Community.

2. Thermostat transition (TTi): This is the thermostat’s state transition vector
signal. This signal is sent either in response to the LSi or because of normal
operation of the thermostat in response to reaching the upper and lower
temperature thresholds. This signal is sent from the boilers’ thermostats of
ni number of the active houses in the ith Micro-Community to the aggregator.

3.2.2 Flexible load modeling of a Micro-Community
Here, it is considered that the aggregator has access to a large enough historical
data of received TTi vector signal, from all MCs, and also the historical data of sent
LSi vector signals to them. A recurrent neural network is then trained to model
the aggregated load of MCs depending on each specific LSi being sent to them.
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Having this model, the aggregator can compute the prediction of aggregated load
shift ∆P t

ij , assuming LSt
ij is the jth scenario for shift signal, sent to the ith MC, at

the time t. The predicted load shift is represented by ∆̂P
t

ij .

3.2.3 Scheduling and predictive control of aggregated load
To schedule the load shift for T time steps ahead, with the aim of minimizing the
cost of electricity by participation in different reserve markets (see Section 2.1),
relevant optimization problems are formulated in [74–76]. Here, it is assumed that
the desired available flexibility Dt+k for the kth step ahead is given by solving
the relevant optimization problems. One should note that Dt+k is positive for up
regulation purposes, and is negative for down regulation.

Being able to compute the prediction of load shift ∆̂P
t+k

i for the kth step ahead
for all the Micro-Communities, the aggregator can schedule the load shift and the
LSi signals, by solving the optimization problem (3.1).

min
yij

M∑
i=1

S∑
j=2

yij

s.t. (1− α)Dt+k ≤
M∑

i=1

S∑
j=1

yij∆̂P
t+k

ij ≤ (1 + α)Dt+k, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T}, Dt+k > 0

(1 + α)Dt+k ≤
M∑

i=1

S∑
j=1

yij∆̂P
t+k

ij ≤ (1− α)Dt+k, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T}, Dt+k < 0
S∑

j=1
yij = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M},

yij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , S}.
(3.1)

Here, binary decision variables yij are required to indicate whether a particular
scenario j,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , S}, for sending the LSi to the ith MC is being considered
or not. By solving (3.1), the MCs are then assigned to the sets IP and IB sets,
which are planned and backup sets, respectively. Here, IB includes the ith MC
when LSt+k

i = 0,∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T}, which means that yi1 = 1. Thus, by minimizing
the cost function in (3.1), the number of MCs allocated to the IB is maximized.
The first and the second constraints are enforced to make sure that the deviation
of planned load shift from the desired Dt+k is allowed only within ±αDt+k margin,
where 0 < α � 1. The third constraint has to be satisfied to impose only one
scenario to be considered for LSt+k

i ,∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
After scheduling the load shift signals to be sent to the MCs, the goal is control-

ling of the aggregated load in real time. To fulfill the desired load shift at each time
step t+ k, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T}, an algorithm is proposed in Paper 6. In this algorithm,
at each time step t, the aggregated load is planned for T time steps ahead. This is
resulted by solving the optimization problem (3.1), where T is the planning horizon.
The aggregator then sends the optimal control input LSt+1

i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} for the
first time step ahead to the MCs (i.e., a model predictive control (MPC) approach is
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applied), and computes the activated loads (∆P t+1) based on the received TT t+1
i .

Considering uncertainties in the load prediction and end-user behavior, the control
strategy then sends control signals to the back-up set (IB) to compensate for the
error in meeting the desired load shift.

3.2.4 Simulation results
Here, the load flexibility for 24 hours ahead is scheduled, with the aim of partic-
ipation in FCR-N market. It is assumed that the available flexibility of Dt+9 =
−500kW and Dt+15 = 500kW are desired. Being able to compute the flexibility
prediction ∆̂P

t+k

i , k ∈ {1, ..., 24} for all the MCs, the aggregator can then schedule
the LSt+k

i , k ∈ {1, ..., 24}. Considering the desired down regulation at 9:00 am and
up regulation at 3:00 pm, there are four possible scenarios to send LSt+k

i to each
MC:

• if yi1 = 1: then LS9
i = 0 and LS15

i = 0 are being considered.

• if yi2 = 1, then LS9
i = 0 and LS15

i = 1 are being considered.

• if yi3 = 1, then LS9
i = −1 and LS15

i = 0 are being considered.

• if yi4 = 1, then LS9
i = −1 and LS15

i = 1 are being considered.

One should note that one scenario among four is being selected for LSt+k
i . The

MCs are assigned to either the IP or the IB set, where IB includes the ith MC
when yi1 = 1.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the real vs predicted aggregated load shift for 20 MCs,
when sending the scheduled LSt+k

i to the MCs. As it is shown deviation of real
aggregated load shift from the desired Dt+k is out of the desired margin, at k = 9.

By aiming to fulfill the desired load shift at each time step t+k, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , T},
the controlled aggregated flexibility results in to the new scenarios to be considered
for LSt+k

i . This means three of the MCs have been moved from the IB to the IP

set, to compensate for the error in flexibility prediction.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the desired vs controlled aggregated load shift for 20 MCs.

As it is shown deviation of controlled aggregated load shift from the desired Dt+k

is within the allowed margin, at both k = 9 and k = 15.
The above results address parts of the research objective RO2 in Figure 1.5.

3.3 Cyber-physical security framework for EMSs

This section is to a large extent based on the author’s contribution in Paper 7. To
monitor and control physical/chemical processes, industrial control systems (ICSs)
play an important role in daily life. An ICS is called an energy management system
(EMS) when it comes to the automatic control of electrical/thermal components
in buildings. By connection of the EMS to the building communication network,
the possibility of EMS cyber-attack increases. These attacks may lead to a poor
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Figure 3.4: Real vs predicted aggregated load shift during 24 hours ahead, for 20
MCs.
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Figure 3.5: Desired vs controlled aggregated load shift during 24 hours ahead, for
20 MCs.

system performance, or may even cause instability. Thus, it is crucial to make the
control of EMS to be resilient against cyber crime. Thus, a practical cyber-secure
framework for EMSs is proposed. This framework, includes security information
analytics (SIA) to detect attacks, and a resilient policy to improve the performance
of the system running under the attack. Stability and optimal performance of the
EMSs, under attack and by applying the proposed framework, is studied here.
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3.3.1 Industrial control systems’ hierarchy
Here, a general hierarchical structure of an ICS is described, which is composed of
lower layer and supervisory layer.

Lower layer

Lower layer, which is called plant, consists of physical interconnected infrastructure
and local controllers. A schematic of the plant is illustrated in Figure 3.6. As it
is shown in this figure, the physical interconnected infrastructure is represented by
interconnected processes (Pi, i ∈ Φ), which are controlled by the local controllers
(Ki, i ∈ Φ). Here, Φ = {1, ..., N} is the index set of processes. In this networked
control system, ui, yi, ũi and ỹi are the sent control signal by the controller Ki,
the sent sensor measurement by the process Pi, the received control signal by the
process Pi, and the received measurement signal by the controller Ki, respectively.
Note that this system is under normal condition, and there is no anomaly considered
in the received control and measurement signals ũi and ỹi. This means ũi = ui and
ỹi = yi, i ∈ Φ.

Supervisory layer

Supervisory layer, which is called supervisory controller here, can be viewed as
the brain of the system. A schematic of the supervisory controller is illustrated in
Figure 3.6, which provides us with three crucial subtasks:

1. Attack detection: decide whether or not an attack has occurred. When an
attack is being detected, the ICS is in an abnormal condition.

2. Attack isolation: find in which measurements attacks have occurred. This
step determines the location of the attacks (e.g., ỹi 6= yi).

3. Controller reconfiguration: if attack is being detected and isolated, the related
control loops have to be reconfigured. Here, reconfiguration includes the
selection of a new control configuration where the corrupted measurement
signals are replaced by alternatives. To this end, correction signal ri is derived
and sent to the related local control loop to correct the corrupted signal ỹi.

To perform the controller reconfiguration, the resilience policy applies estimation-
based methods to generate the correction signals ri.

Attack model

The attacker is considered as a man-in-the-middle, who can secretly listen to and
alter the communication between the processes and controllers in the lower layer,
knows the model of the plant (e.g., by applying system identification), and corrupt
the measurement signals yi. Here, the supervisory layer is assumed to not be
accessible by the attacker. An example of an attack to the lower layer of an ICS is
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shown in the Figure 3.6, in which the measurement yi is perturbed by adding the
offset ∆yi. Here, it is assumed that there exist no attack on the control signals,
ũi = ui, ∀i. The setup can be easily extended to include also the attacks on
the control signals. A comprehensive security posture for the ICS should include
mechanisms for attack diagnosis (detection and isolation) and response to attacks
(controller reconfiguration).

3.3.2 Attack diagnosis
Attack detection and isolation are two of the crucial subtasks in the supervisory
controller.

Attack detection

The SIA is responsible for detecting potential attacks and for providing information
to the resilient control policy. It uses machine learning algorithms, to understand
the behavior of the system under normal and stable operating conditions, and
to detect any anomalies or deviations from normal behavior. These anomalies are
flagged as potential attacks and the resilient policy is triggered to maintain stability
of the system, while further investigation into the anomalies is carried out.

Attack isolation

The SIA and the resilience policy are both responsible for attack isolation, which de-
termines the location of the attacks (e.g., ỹi 6= yi). To perform the attack isolation
here, the attack is detected by SIA at time k′. The resilience policy then generates
a residue, by using protected measurements only at time k′. The attacked measure-
ments are then isolated based on the residue, and a set of healthy measurements
(not attacked) is determined by resilience policy. A set of modified measurements
including healthy measurements plus estimation of the attacked ones (being esti-
mated by the resilience policy based on the healthy measurements) is then sent to
the SIA to confirm the normality of the set of the modified measurements. If the
normality of the set of the modified measurements is confirmed by the SIA, con-
trol reconfiguration will be done based on these measurements, otherwise a more
conservative residue generation policy is chosen. In the most conservative scenario,
protected measurements will be determined as the set of healthy measurements.

3.3.3 Resilience policy
The proposed resilience policy guarantees the ICS to meet these criteria:

1. undetectable attack blocking: no undetectable attack is possible to be injected
to the measurement signals.

2. stability: system is stable under normal and abnormal conditions.
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3. performance optimality: performance is optimal, in the measure of minimum
variance error of state estimation, under abnormal condition.

To achieve all these criteria, the proposed policy rely on the protection of some
of the measurements. This strategy is applicable to the systems that there exists
redundancy in the sensor measurements’ information, and the system is observable
from only the protected measurements. This protection can be done either by
measurement signal encryption or by making it hard wired.

Control reconfiguration

The correction vector signal r is generated and sent to the local controllers to correct
the attacked signals yj ,∀i. This results to controller reconfiguration. To generate
the correction vector signal r, an observer which is called virtual sensor and is
simply a Kalman filter, is implemented in the supervisory controller. Since the
filter is running in the supervisory level, it has access to system-wide measurements
(y1, ..., yny ) and can estimate the states of the plant, based on the available model
of the system and all the available protected measurements, in all the times. The
correction vector signal r is then calculated and sent to the plant by the supervisory
controller (see Figure 3.6).

3.3.4 Simulation results
The performance of the proposed resilient control for an EMS is evaluated here.
In the simulation results shown in the Figure 3.7, the temperature of header flow,
header return, the ground and first floor of Nimbus building, and the ground and
first floor of the Rubicon building are under consideration. These temperatures
are respectively corresponding to the six measurements of the sensors S1-S6 in
Figure 1.3. The results shown in the Figure 3.7, three different cases of healthy
EMS, attacked EMS, and attack-resilient EMS are under consideration. In the
simulations, a multi-attack scenario is considered to start at the k′ =3000s. It
means that after the k′, the measurements of the header flow and header return
temperatures are manipulated by adding 15◦C to each of them, and are fed to
the respective controllers. Some major factors such as communication delay, large
amount of data, and time-consuming security analysis algorithms, can affect the
real-time attack detections. To investigate performance of the proposed resilient
control in these situations, the attack is assumed to be detected at 3300s (with
five minutes delay). As it is shown in Figure 3.7, the attack-resilient BMS has
the same outputs as the attacked BMS until attack detection (3300s), but it can
recover the system to return to the normal conditions after that. Other simulations
with different delays have been performed for the attack detections, and in all the
cases, the attack-resilient BMS has recovered the system to return to the normal
conditions after the attack detection.

The contributions presented in this section address parts of the research objec-
tives RO2 and RO3 (see Figure 1.5).
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of control system, which is resilient against the adversarial
actions on the measurements.
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Figure 3.7: Performance comparison of the Healthy BMS, Attacked BMS and
Attack-Resilient BMS, in the presence of delay in attack detection (the attack
starts at time 3000s, and is detected at 3300s).



Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, a brief conclusion of the thesis and some directions for future
research are presented.

4.1 Conclusions

The electric power industry and society are facing the challenges and opportunities
of transforming the present power grid into a smart grid. Energy management
systems (EMSs) play an important role in smart grids. A general hierarchical
structure for EMSs is considered here, which is composed of lower layer and upper
layer.

As shown in Chapter 3.1, the first research objective (RO1) of the thesis "detailed
modeling, scheduling and control of flexible load at the lower layer of EMSs" was
addressed in Papers 1-4. To do this, a well-studied framework has been extended
in Paper 1. The extended framework aimed to decrease the CO2 emissions and
the electricity bill. A robust formulation of the extended framework, which con-
siders the user behavior uncertainty was then proposed in Paper 2. It was shown
that this formulation cause the optimal appliances schedule to be less sensitive to
unpredictable changes in user preferences. Due to the high cost of ESSs and compu-
tational burden for scheduling of large number of appliances, it could be convenient
to consumers to deploy and share ESSs in a cooperative manner. Thus, an iterative
distributed approach was proposed to solve the problem of coordinating the set of
smart appliances located in a network of apartments sharing an ESS (see Paper
3). Considering that the optimization algorithms in the proposed MILP framework
can be computationally intensive, an efficient plug-and-play policy was proposed
in Paper 4. There, RNN has been employed to deal with the underlying sequen-
tial decision-making problem. Performance of the proposed algorithm was then
evaluated in comparison with the optimal strategies, through numerical studies.

As illustrated in Chapter 3.2, the second research objective (RO2) "Prediction,
planning and control of aggregated flexible load at the upper layer" was taken into
account in Papers 3 and 5-7. In Paper 3 an iterative distributed approach was
designed to maximize the aggregated profit made out of the shared energy storage

31
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system, while technical and operational constraints are satisfied. The problem of
coordinating the shared resources among the consumers is complicated by a fairness
requirement, i.e., storage will equally benefit consumers according to their flexible
loads. The novel distributed scheduling algorithm has the following properties
i) provides a feasible solution to the centralized scheduling problem; ii) allocates
fairly ESS-related profits among the users; iii) requires limited messages to be
exchanged between each consumer and the aggregator, and no message passing
among the consumers, to keep consumers’ privacy, and iv) is suitable for online
optimization-based control scheme, such as MPC. In Paper 5, flexibility modeling
of thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs), to be used by aggregator for planning of
several TCLs was derived considering different sources of uncertainties. A strategy
was then proposed for flexibility prediction of aggregated heterogeneous TCLs in a
single micro-community of households (see Paper 6). Here, the proposed strategy is
adaptable to pre-existing and newly emerging heterogeneous TCLs, with no need for
major re-design of the local control loops. In that work, an algorithm was derived
for planning and control of aggregated flexibility in several micro-communities, to
be used for bidding in energy and reserve markets. In Paper 7, combination of
state estimation techniques and data-driven machine learning algorithms, used in
the upper layer, was studied and validated for the detection of anomalies in data
collected from the sensors of the lower layer of EMS.

To meet these research objectives, the control systems in the hierarchical EMSs
are connected over IT infrastructures, and they are in interaction with end-users.
While this is done to meet economical and environmental goals, it also introduces
new sources of uncertainty in the control loops. Thus, the third research objective
(RO3) "designing policies to make the EMSs resilient against uncertainties and
cyber attacks" was studied in Papers 2 and 7, which was shown in Chapter 3.3. In
Paper 2, the user behavior uncertainty has been modeled, and a robust formulation
so that the optimal solution for scheduling of appliances is more resilient to the
uncertainties is designed. In paper 7, fault-tolerant control techniques have been
applied to a hierarchical EMS, to mitigate cyber-physical attacks, with no need for
major re-design of the local control loops in already existing EMSs. In that work,
simulation studies were performed on a critical attack scenario, where the security
information analytics algorithm triggers the resilient control to recover from the
attack. Simulation results shown that the proposed resilient control policy can
recover the system from abnormal conditions, even when there exist delay in the
attack detection.

4.2 Future work

Many interesting open problems remain in the area of energy management in smart
grids, which can be considered for future work.

In addressing the RO1, one future step can be taking into account other types of
uncertainties. For example, in Paper 2 real-time tariff uncertainty can be considered
due to the huge load shifting by using automation system in a large number of
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apartments. This uncertainty could be interpreted as the level of uncertainty (εk).
Note that this study is based on a day-ahead electricity tariff, and this interpretation
could help to investigate the problem considering real-time electricity tariff. In
addition, in that paper, the degree of conservatism Γ has been introduced, but no
systematic approach has been proposed to tune this parameter. One could find a
tuning method for it, based on the user behavior historical data. Another future
step here can be taken in Paper 4. In that paper the simulation studies have
investigated one (with maximum number of end-users) out of five generic profile
clusters. One can investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm for other
generic profile clusters.

In addressing the RO2, one interesting open problem remains in Paper 3. In that
paper some of the proposed distributed algorithm’s properties such as feasibility,
sub-optimality of the solution, and fair allocation of profit have been investigated.
It would be interesting to study other properties, such as convergence rate of the
proposed iterative distributed algorithm. Other interesting problems remain in
Paper 6 such as investigating market value of the proposed strategy, considering
the cost of the proposed communication infrastructure and contracting the end-
users.

In addressing the RO3, in Paper 7, it is shown that the proposed resilience policy
is able to cope with the attacks on the EMSs’ lower layer. It would be interesting
to investigate the cases where the supervisory layer is under attack at the same
time.
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